Welcome to the world’s most secured & audited decentralized
community support fund on TRON blockchain.
A DeFi support model built on smart contract technology,
by the people, for the people
It is the most transparent, p2p, decentralized supportsystem in the world.

A smart contract is a self executing contract the has a programmed protocol to follow and is deployed on the
public blockchain, a smart contract can store value and execute transfers when the requirements of the
contract has been met.

It has the characteristics of being immutable, tamper-proof, scam proof, fair, just and fully transparent.

It acts strictly according to the pre written rules of the contract, nothing less nothing more, it is 100%
decentralized meaning that there's no central point such as a company or authority in of control of the
contract. It can not be stopped, it can not be shut down and you can not be banned from the program

There are no limits to what a smart contract algorithm can do, the smart contract is there to simply perform
the action it has been programmed to do when the contract requirements have been met, without the need of
a third party or human intervention.

The UnionTron smart contract has been designed to provide everyone with a DeFi support fund, fully based on
the TRON blockchain and smart contract technology.
Any participant can contribute TRX towards the community fund and support the UnionTron community members,
by doing so the contract code will be activated and the supporter will start to receive
support back from the community members themselves.
UnionTron is 100% decentralized and a community-based project.
Meaning there are no guarantee or additional profits generated in this project. All that you receive from UnionTron is
received from other community members as this is a P2P support model.
You support others and others support you.
UnionTron can be viewed as a decentralized “third party” which insures fairness, transparency and justice for all
according to the algorithm code.
There are no mediators or intermediaries, no owners, no company or human interaction, effectively
guaranteeing the fairness of all participating partners and partners funds according
to the rules of the Smart Contract.

By deposting TRX to the UnionTron community fund you will activate the contract code
and 24 hours after you will receive the first 1% daily return.
You will receive this until 310% of your deposit has been received as support from the
community.
The 310% support is received in 4 differnt ways (1 passive and 3 via marketing)
When the 310% support is received through any of the 4 ways, a new deposit must be made
equal or greater to activate a new 310% limit and continue receiving from the fund.
➢ 1% daily return on your deposit (maximum 310 days) 100% Passive to all community
members.
➢ 12% Direct referral commission for sharing and growing the community and it´s fund.
➢ Matching Commission on partner's daily 1%
➢ Daily Top sponsor 3% of ALL deposits to UnionTron.

1% of the amount given as support to the community fund will be given back daily to all users by the system algorithm up
to point when the maximum INCOME limit of 310% is received.
Suppose that you support the fund with 1000 TRX;
You can now receive 3100 TRX back – every 24 hours you will receive 10 TRX until 310 days, or until you have received
the maximum 310 through any of the other 4 ways.
Whichever is reached first.
UnionTron

Direct
Commission
Awarded to the sponsor when a direct partner
makes a deposit: first deposit and re-deposits.

12% of the deposited amount goes to sponsor. 360 TRX

60 TRX

120 TRX

840 TRX

1000
TRX

7000
TRX

180 TRX

(i.e. direct partner deposits 1000 TRX,
you receive 120 TRX as instant commission).
There are NO LIMITS to how many
Direct Partners you can have.
*All Commissions apply toward the 3.1x limit.

3000
TRX

500
TRX

1500
TRX

Directs

Matching
Commission
*The matching commission is based upon
your partners 1% daily return
The matching is awarded every time a downline partner
makes a withdrawal of this 1% daily return.
*The levels of matching you receive on is based upon how
many direct partners you personally sponsored
One level added for each direct referral.
*All Commissions apply toward the 3.1x limit.

Generation

Matching

1st Direct

1

30%

2nd Directs

2

25%

3rd Directs

3

20%

4th Directs

4

15%

5th Directs

5

10%

6th Directs

6

8%

7th Directs

7

8%

8th Directs

8

8%

9th Directs

9

8%

10th Directs

10

8%

11th Directs

11

5%

12th Directs

12

5%

13th Directs

13

5%

14th Directs

14

5%

15th Directs

15

5%

BONUS (Top SPONSORS of the Day)
3% of all deposits to UnionTron is added to the daily TOP sponsor pool.
10% from the pool is awarded to the Top 10 Sponsors Daily.
every single day,
The remaining 90% is then rolled over into the next day’s pool to continue to
increase the rewards.
*All Commissions apply toward the 3.1x limit.
Allocation of the 10% is as follows:

Position

Percentage

1st

25%

2nd

20%

3rd

15%

4th

10%

5th

5%

6th

5%

7th

5%

8th

5%

9th

5%

10th

5%

Re-Deposit
New
Supporters

7% Platform Fee

High Level
Members
New Deposit
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Valve

TRX

.

Rate Range:
1%/Day
WaitingTime:
24 hours

3% Daily Pool
12% Direct Referral Commission

.

ROI and marketing
78%

Direct
12%

Daily pool
3%

Admin
Fee:
7%

81% is stored in the contract and distributed through the daily 1% including matching bonuses
and Top sponsors pool.

